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ABSTRACT

Small quantities of high Z impurities have been injected into the HL-1M plasma and their

progression was followed with good spatial and temporal resolution using soft X ray cameras. The

strange behaviour of soft X ray signal during Laser blow-off impurity injection has been studied

using injected impurity as traces of MHD activity. In agreement with previous investigations it is

found that the sawteeth tends to be suppressed or inverted on the central soft X ray chord signal,

during the transition regime after impurity injection. The most conspicuous feature is the persistence

of the m=l oscillation after the internal disruption of inverted sawteeth, which is not the case

before impurity injection where only precusor oscillation is found.

Our results show clearly that the soft X ray emission profiles exhibit discontinuities at

sawtooth crashes after impurity injection. The impurities are prevented from reaching the central

region of the plasma during the quiescent phase of the sawtooth. At a crash, a significent

redistribution of impurities occurs which causes the peak of the soft X ray distribution to move

inword across the inversion radius, a helical perturbation can be seen with essentially the same

amplitude and frequency before and after the internal disruption. On other hand, for the case of die

peak of impurity distribution inside inversion radius, the m=l postcusor oscillation become faint and

irregular, which accompanies the peak of impurity being away from nr-=l island. It is only at the

last inverted sawteeth crash that the impurities finally fill up the central region and the postcusor

oscillation disappear.

Using injected impurity as a diagnostic tool, an indirect method of obtaining information of

magnetic structure (and, in particular of die q=l magnetic island) aficr sawteeth crash is proposed.

The experimental results indicate thai Ihe 111=] helical structure always exists after the sawiecth

crash in HL-1M. The usual lack of m=l oscillation on soft X ray signal after the internal disruption

(when there is no impurity injection) is due to the small size of the central region and flattened

temperature gradients. The post disruptive oscillations observed after impurity injection can be

attributed to the deposit of the impurity at the decaying annulus stochastic region around the ni= 1

island after sawteeth crash, and (lie island itself being a iveakly emitting region. A residual m=I

mode persists after sawteeth crash is led to the conclusion that the m=l structure is not destroyed by

the internal disruption, which is consistent with the analysis that the sawteeth pattern in HL-1M

essentially is a partial magnetic reconnection. The H U M tokamak plasma is in the ion kinetic

regimes, and it was pointed out by AJ.Lichtenberg that ion viscosity can lead to mode stabilization

before a cornicle temperature redisrtibution or flux rcconnction has occurred.
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